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1

Introduction

The Framework Directive 96/62/EC (FWD) on ambient air quality assessment and
management explicitly designates the use of air quality modelling techniques for the
assessment of air quality. According to the FWD and its daughter directives (1999/30/EC &
2002/3/EC), air quality models can be applied for the:
•

Simulation of air quality parameters on all scales (international, national, urban
agglomeration, street), especially for zones where concentrations of pollutants in
ambient air do not exceed the upper assessment threshold or where measurements do
not give sufficient information to fulfil the requirements of an air quality assessment.

Furthermore, the use of models is implicitly addressed as models are needed for the
•

Prediction of the impact of air quality action plans, which have to be developed in
order to ensure compliance with limit and target values.

In contrast to measurements, there is no reference methodology defined for modelling, but, as
with measurements, model simulations have to meet certain accuracy standards. In the directives, an estimation of model accuracy is required with regard to the calculated annual, daily
and hourly values. However, the directives give no clear guideline how to carry out the
assessment of the model and modelling uncertainty.
The aim of the report is to review the EU guidelines with regard to the model quality assessment and to propose specific model quality criteria, which may be used for model accuracy
assessment according to the intentions of the EU directives. Several model accuracy measures
are proposed and tested utilizing a one-year simulation (2002) with a chemical transport
model, REM-CALGRID (RCG). RCG is an Eulerian grid model of medium complexity that
can be used on the regional, as well as the urban, scale for short-term and long-term simulations of oxidant and aerosol formation (Stern, 2004; Stern and Yamartino, 2001, 2002; Stern
et al., 2003). A model overview can be found in the appendix. For this study, RCG was applied on the regional scale covering Europe with a resolution of about 25*25 km2 for the entire year 2002. The model simulations were compared with the data from about 300 - 400
measurement sites of the German air quality network.
The focus of the study is on O3, PM10, SO2 and NO2. The limit and target values for these
species as well as the respective data quality objectives for measurement and modelling are
given in the daughter directives 2003/3/EC and 1999/30/EC. RCG-model results for those
species were used to demonstrate the significance and impact of the proposed measures. The
accuracy measures are defined in such a way that they can be used for any air quality model
which is able to simulate air quality concentrations at a one-hour time resolution for at least
one year. The demand on the hourly resolution is necessary as some of the limit and target
values are defined for hourly values. The proposed accuracy measures can be applied to
model output for all scales, although they are discussed here only in the context of a regional
scale application.
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2

Definition of model uncertainty according to the EU Directives

The description of the model quality assessment procedure is given in the respective annexes
of the EU directives as follows: „The uncertainty for modelling and objective estimation is
defined as the maximum deviation of the measured and calculated concentration levels, over
the period for calculating the appropriate threshold, without taking into account the timing of
the events.“ The phrase „without taking into account the timing of the events“ indicates that
the match between the modelled and observed frequency distribution of either hourly or daily
values ought to be the main model quality criteria. The model quality objectives for the allowed uncertainty are given as a relative uncertainty without clear guidance on how to calculate this relative uncertainty. The stipulated accuracy bounds vary between ±30% for annual
averages of SO2 and NO2, ±50% for PM10 and ±50% to 60% for daily and hourly averages,
respectively. To obtain a relative uncertainty, it can be assumed that the respective measured
value shall be used to normalize the absolute difference between the maximum deviation of
the measured and calculated concentration levels. Another possibility would be to take the
maximum relative deviation. However, such an approach could shift the emphasis to the very
low measured concentration ranges where usually the largest relative deviations between observations and calculations occur. Starting from those prepositions, several accuracy measures
were examined with and without taking into account the timing of the events. „With timing“
means that the model errors are determined in the usual way at corresponding hours of the
observed and calculated time series, whereas „without timing“ means that the errors are the
difference of the observed and calculated concentration values at the same percentile. The
latter approach can be described more easily as taking the differences between the highest
observed and the highest calculated value, between the second highest observed and calculated value, and so on down to the lowest value in each pair of time series. The question of
timing is then only relevant for those limit or target values which are defined as a number of
allowed exceedances of a given threshold concentration. This is the case for the following
limit and target values and their associated frequency percentiles:
•

SO2, 1-h mean of 350 µg/m3, not to be exceeded more than 24 times a calendar year
(99.73-percentile),

•

SO2, 24-h mean of 125 µg/m3, not to be exceeded more than 3 times a calendar year
(99.18-percentile),

•

NO2, 1-h mean of 200 µg/m3, not to be exceeded more than 18 times a calendar year
(99.79-percentile),

•

PM10, 24-h mean of 50 µg/m3, not to be exceeded more than 35 times a calendar year,
stage 1, (90.41-percentile)

•

O3, maximum daily 8-h mean of 120 µg/m3, not to be exceeded more than 25 times a
calendar year, averaged over three years, (93.15-percentile).

For the limit values that are defined as annual means, the question of timing is irrelevant.
Starting from those prepositions, the following accuracy measures where examined:
•

Relative maximum error with timing, rel max err _ t , and without timing,

rel max err _ p :
rel max err _ t =

max (| ot − rt |)
otmax(o −r )
t t
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max (| o p − rp |)

rel max err _ p =

op

(

max o p −rp

•

)

Maximum relative error with timing,
max rel err _ p :

max rel err _ t , and without timing,

⎛ o −r ⎞
max rel err _ t = max ⎜ | t t | ⎟
⎝ ot ⎠

⎛ o −r
max rel err _ p = max ⎜ | p p
⎜ op
⎝
•

⎞
|⎟
⎟
⎠

Relative error without timing at the percentile which corresponds to the allowed number of exceedings of the limit value concentration threshold, rel per err _ pLV :
rel per err _ p =

| o p − rp |
op

, p = pLV

where pLV is taken at the 99.79th-percentile of the hourly NO2 values, the 90.41th-percentile of the daily mean PM10 values, or the 93.15th-Percentile of the maximum 8-h
daily means of ozone, respectively.
•

RMSE with timing, rmse _ t , and without timing, rmse _ p :

rmse _ t =

rmse _ p =

1
nt

nt

∑ (o − r )
t =1

1
np

t

np

∑ (o
p =1

2

t

p

− rp ) 2

With

p = 1, n p Percentiles ; t = 1, nt hours

;

p1 < p2 ←⎯
→ o p1 ≤ o p2 and rp1 ≤ rp2

op hourly observations ordered by magnitude, ot observation at hour t
rp hourly calculations ordered by magnitude, rt calculation at hour t
The model quality measure described in the EU directives is interpreted as the relative maximum error without timing, rel max err _ p , which is the largest concentration difference of all
percentile differences normalized by the respective measured value.
The error measures were calculated based on the hourly observed and modelled time series
and were determined for each available station separately. The daughter directives say nothing
about a selection criteria for stations to be used for the determination of model accuracy.
Using all available stations leads to the problem that many stations are not representative for
the model’s resolution (e.g. those monitors next to major roadways or embedded within a
busy urban area) and therefore could cause a model failure in terms of the accuracy
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objectives. It is almost obvious that modelling with a 10 - 50 km horizontal grid resolution
will have problems to simulate a measurement site influenced by local traffic. Using all
stations, the observation strategy, which defines the number of the stations in certain air
quality regimes, will have an impact on the determined overall model accuracy, i.e. a large
scale model evaluation utilizing the observations of a network with the majority of the
stations in urban areas will be worse than a model evaluation utilizing the observations of a
network with the majority of the stations in rural areas.
A solution to this problem might be a pre-selection of stations to be used for model evaluation. This pre-selection relied on prior knowledge of the air quality regime of the measurement sites. This regime can be determined either by an assessment by the local authorities or
by the use of an objective classification method. Such an objective method, which classifies
the German sites into 6 different air quality regimes by means of hierarchical clustering, was
used in this study (see Flemming, 2003a). Table 1 shows this species-dependent classification.

species
Urban-street,
polluted
U3
Urban-street,
polluted
U3

Ozone

Moun
Rural
tain
R
B

Sub-urban Urban
U1
U2

NO2

Rural
R

Sub-urban Urban
U2

PM10

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

SO2

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

Street
S
Street
S

Street, severely
polluted: S2

Table 1: Air quality regimes derived via hierarchical clustering. The classification is based on the
daily mean and the daily variation of each pollutant (see Flemming, 2003a).

To conform to the existing classification scheme for ozone used by the German Umweltbundesamt, the names for the regimes “mountain”, “rural”, “urban” and “street”, were maintained in this objective classification. However, one of the objectives of the classification is to
resolve more precisely the large group of urban time series. Therefore, these time series are
sub-clustered into regimes of “suburban” plus a transition regime “urban–street “, which
means that, in total, six different ozone regimes were determined. The NO2 classification is
similar to the ozone classification, except for the mountain regime, which is not applicable for
NO2. Substantial testing and cross-comparison between the ozone and NO2 classifications
revealed that at stations which belong to the ozone regime “street”, a wide range of rather
high NO2 levels is observed. To take into account these very high NO2 observations, an additional regime “severely polluted street” was introduced. The number of PM10 and SO2 clusters was chosen to be five, which correspond to the number of ozone regimes without the
mountain-regime. PM10 and SO2 air quality regimes are simply labelled from #1 to #5, indicating an increase in the mean pollution level.
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3

Model accuracy for annual means

For the annual means, the model accuracy requirements of the EU directives are rather unambiguous. The accuracy for the calculated annual averages should be 30% for NO2 and SO2,
and 50% for PM10. A distinction between a paired-in-time and an unpaired-in-time intercomparison, or between the relative maximum error and the maximum relative error is not
necessary.
Figure 1 shows the scatter diagram of the observed annual mean concentrations and the appro-

priate relative model error for NO2, PM10 and SO2 at all available stations in Germany. The
observed annual mean values of NO2 cover a wide range which extends from low concentrations below the lower assessment threshold (LAT) to very high concentrations far beyond the limit value. Low annual means are observed at the rural (labelled R) and sub-urban
(labelled U1) stations, the highest concentrations are found at the street stations (labelled S
and S2). It is obvious that the model error is larger than 30% at many stations. The large scale
model application fulfils the accuracy requirements for the annual mean of NO2 at less than
50% of the rural stations, i.e. at stations which are supposed to be representative for the model
scale of 25 to 30 km resolution (Figure 2). It is not surprising that the compliance rate decreases with increasing pollutant levels. At most of the street stations, the model error is larger
than 30%. The observed annual mean NO2 concentrations at the rural stations are low and
well below the lower assessment threshold. Therefore, a small absolute deviation of the calculation from the observation can create a large relative error.
For the annual PM10 mean values, the model error increases in most cases with increasing
observed mean values (Figure 1, middle). However, at most of the stations the model error is
smaller than the allowed 50% (see also Figure 2, middle). It is interesting to note, that errors
larger than 50% occur at some rural stations with rather low observed PM10 levels and at the
severely polluted street stations.
The largest relative model errors are calculated for the annual SO2 mean values (Figure 1,
below). This is not surprising because at most of the stations the observed annual means are
rather low, therefore, a small absolute deviation creates a large relative error.
Overall, it can be stated that the large scale model application described here does not completely fulfil the accuracy requirements given by the EU Directives for the annual mean values, even if only the rural stations which are supposed to be appropriate for a model resolution
of 25 to 30 km, are considered. The main reason for this non-compliance with the accuracy
requirements for the annual mean is the fact, that rather small absolute model deviations can
create large relative errors at stations with low observed annual mean values. It can be expected that this fact is also a problem for other models as well. The comparison of the RCG
results with the results of the other models of the GLOREAM aerosol study shows that RCG,
as a model of medium complexity, performs well in comparison to other models of equal or
even higher complexity (Hass et al., 2003). Also the RCG performance within the TOR study
(Roemer et al., 2003), the EURODELTA1 , the CITYDELTA2 or the TFMM3 model intercomparison studies clearly show that RCG results are comparable to those of other models.

1

http://rea.ei.jrc.it/netshare/thunis/eurodelta

2

http://rea.ei.jrc.it/netshare/thunis/citydelta

3

www.nilu.no/projects/ccc/tfmm/index.html
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More detailed guidance on the determination of model uncertainty should consider whether
the very low observed concentration levels should be excluded from a model evaluation exercise.
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Figure 1: Scatter diagram of the observed annual mean values at German sites (x-axis) and the
relative model error in % (y-axis) for NO2, PM10 and SO2. The horizontal dashed line indicates the
model accuracy requirement of the EU directives (30% for SO2, NO2, 50% for PM10). The vertical
dashed lines indicate the lower assessment threshold and the limit value. The station type indicates the
air quality regime, see Table 1. For further explanation see text.
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Figure 2: Number of stations in Germany where the model results fulfil (YES) or do not fulfil (NO)
the accuracy requirements for the annual mean. For the definition of the station types see Table 1.
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4

Model accuracy for daily and hourly averages

Most of the problems with the interpretation of the model accuracy requirements according to
the EU Directives occur in the case of the comparison of the hourly and daily concentrations.
This chapter shows first the differences between a comparison with and without timing of the
events. The next paragraph investigates the consequences of the error measure as defined in
the EU directives and proposes an alternative error measure. Finally, an overview of the
model performance utilizing all proposed relative error measures is presented.
4.1

Paired-in-time versus unpaired-in-time

Overall, the modelling errors for hourly and daily averages decrease when the model accuracy
is calculated without regard to the timing of the events, rather than for paired-in-time results.
This can be seen in Figure 3 which shows Box-Whiskers charts4 of the distribution of the
RMSE calculated, paired-in-time and unpaired-in-time results for all stations in Germany. It is
obvious that the median of the RMSE distribution calculated without regard to the timing of
the events, is smaller for all species than the median of the RMSE distribution calculated for
paired-in time cases. Because the EU directives do not demand a paired-in-time comparison,
the main emphasis in the remaining parts of this report is placed on the measures without
regard to the timing of the events.

4

The Box-Whisker graph illustrates the spread of data groups around their medians, using a “box” and
“whiskers” to break down each data group by percentile. The center line within the box gives the median of the
distribution of the data. The top and bottom box gives the 25th- and 75th-percentiles, respectively. The top and
bottom of the whisker (marked with horizontal crossbars) indicate the farthest points that are not outliers (i.e.
that are within 3/2 times the inter-quartile range. Outliers are marked by dots.
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Figure 3: Box-Whisker charts of the distribution of the RMSE for the hourly SO2 concentrations
(upper left), the hourly NO2 concentrations (upper right), the maximum daily 8-h-mean of O3 (lower
left) and the daily mean values of PM10 (lower right). RMSE_P: unpaired-in-time. RMSE: paired-intime. All German stations.
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4.2

The maximum deviation without taking into account the timing of the events

The maximum deviation without taking into account the timing of the events is the absolute

error measure according to the EU directives5 and is defined as follows:
max err _ p = max (| o p − rp |)
As already described in Chapter 2, the maximum deviation is defined as the largest difference
out of all differences between the observed and calculated values of equal rank in the
frequency distribution.
The investigation of this error measure at the German stations reveals that at many stations the
absolute maximum error max err _ p is calculated at the highest percentile, i.e. at the highest
measured value (Figure 4). In those cases the assessment of the model accuracy depends on
the model performance in a concentration range associated with an extremely small
probability. This means also, that the model accuracy assessment can be based on an outlier
concentration caused by an error of the monitoring unit or an extreme weather situation. On
the other hand, if it is assumed that the maximum deviation is the maximum relative error
without timing,
⎛ o −r
max rel err _ p = max ⎜ | p p
⎜ op
⎝

⎞
|⎟ ,
⎟
⎠

one encounters the problem that, as in the case of the annual mean values, a small measured
value can cause a very large relative error, that easily is in the range of 100% or higher. Using
this measure, the model would most likely be judged on the model’s ability to predict
properly in the low concentration ranges.
Because of these problems, the alternative model error measure
rel per err _ p =

| o p − rp |
op

, p = pLV

is proposed, which defines the concentration difference at the percentile that corresponds to
the allowed number of exceedances of the limit value normalized by the observation value at
that percentile. This measure is more robust than the error rel max err _ p and also evaluates
the model performance in the high concentration ranges, but without the sensitivity to outliers.
Because the model accuracy is examined in the concentration range of the limit values there is
also a direct link to the EU Directives. This measure was already used by Stedman et al.
(2003) for air quality assessment in the UK.
The comparison of the error measure rel max err _ p with the measure rel per err _ pLV shows
that the number of stations simulated within the required accuracy range is higher for the
accuracy measure linked to a fixed percentile (Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8). Overall,
the model performance is better at stations which belong to an air quality regime that can be
appropriately simulated by a large scale model application. However, even some stations
belonging to regimes which should be resolved by the model cannot be simulated with the
required accuracy. This may point to an incomplete model formulation or to uncertainties in

5

In the interpretation of the authors
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the input data bases, but also may indicate limitations of the air quality regime classification
for the measurement sites. Sub-grid phenomena, such as the influence of local sources or the
re-suspension of dust by local gusts, may be further reasons for large model errors at some
sites. In addition, ozone at the mountain stations (labelled “B”) is simulated with rather large
errors because only surface layer concentrations were used for this model evaluation instead
of the more-well-suited concentrations predicted in the higher model layers.
Based on the error measure rel per err _ pLV , daily averaged PM10 and ozone simulations
comply with the accuracy requirement of 50% at almost all stations in Germany that are
suited for a large scale model application. Compliance is reached at about three-fourths of all
stations for the hourly NO2-concentrations and at about one-third of the all stations for hourly
SO2-concentrations. The rather high number of stations with insufficient model accuracy for
SO2 points out the problem of setting relative accuracy targets. In the case of SO2 the targets
are difficult to meet because of the large number of low observed SO2 concentrations.

4.3

Overview of the relative error measures used for hourly and daily averages

Figure 9 provides an overview of model performance utilizing the different error measures,
defined earlier in Chapter 2. The largest relative model errors are seen to be calculated using
the maximum relative error with timing, max rel err _ t , and without timing, max rel err _ p .
For those measures, nearly none of the observed time series is modelled with to the requisite
level of accuracy. The major reason for the large errors is the strong emphasis of this measure
on the errors connected with the low observed concentrations. In particular, small absolute
deviations from the observed concentration can create very large relative errors, if the model
overestimates the low observations. Large errors are also produced by the error measure
rel max err _ t , which is based on a paired-in-time comparison. Using the measure
rel max err _ p , which is interpreted as being the measure defined in the EU Directives, the
model fulfils the accuracy requirement of 50% at about 75% of the ozone stations, at about
50% of the NO2 stations and at about 25% of the PM10 stations. The best model performance
for the hourly and daily mean values is realized based on the measure rel per err _ pLV , which
is linked to the percentile that corresponds to the allowed number of exceedances of the limit
value. However, as already discussed in the last chapter, the model is not able to reproduce
the observations at all stations, even if only those stations are considered that are best-suited
for the evaluation of large scale model results.
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Figure 4: Histogram of the percentiles for which the largest deviation ( max err _ p ) is calculated.
Hourly values NO2 and SO2, 8-h mean values O3, daily mean values PM10. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the percentile that corresponds to the allowed number of exceedances of the limit values, see
Chapter 2. All German stations.
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the accuracy requirements of 50% for the hourly averaged NO2 concentrations. Left hand side: error
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Figure 9: Box-Whisker charts of different error measures. Distributions in % of MAXRELERR:
max rel err _ t ; MAXRELERR_P: max rel err _ p ; RELMAXERR: rel max err _ t ;
RELMAXERR_P: rel max err _ p ; RELERR_PGW: rel per err _ pLV . Hourly averages for NO2,
SO2, daily 8-h-mean O3, daily mean PM10. The dashed lines indicate the accuracy requirements of the
EU Directives. All stations in Germany. The measures are defined in Chapter 2.
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5

Other problem areas

There is no guidance in the EU Directives on how deficiencies of the measurements, namely
measurement inaccuracy, unknown representativeness of the sites, and incomplete data
coverage, should be taken into account in the context of a model evaluation. In this study,
several attempts were made to quantify this so called “measurement error” and to relate it to
the model error measures discussed in the foregoing chapters.
A measure of the average observational area representativeness of a site is the so-called
“observation error variance”, which can be estimated by interpolating spatial covariances
from surrounding stations. In data assimilation theory, the observation error is a consequence
of the instrument error and, more importantly, of the limited spatial representativeness of the
measurements in relation to the applied model’s spatial resolution. It is defined as the spatially
uncorrelated part of the measurement having zero mean. The estimation of the observation
error variance is based on the observational method of Hollingsworth and Lönnberg (1986).
The observation error variance at a specific station is estimated by the extrapolation of the
covariance field from surrounding stations by means of a spherical covariance model. For
more details see Flemming (2003b). For the German stations, the relative values of this
observation error are about 3-4 times higher than the local measurement accuracy required by
the EU Directives, namely 15% at a 95% confidence interval. The latter value does only
account for the measurement uncertainty in comparison with a reference instrument and does
not include the error induced by the unknown area representativeness of a site. Thus, the
assessment of the representativeness of a site remains an untackled problem within the EU
Directives.
An attempt to quantify the impact of the spatial heterogeneity of the observations has been
done by means of the so-called “perfect model with a certain resolution” - hypothesis. The
perfect model result is defined as the average concentration of all stations in a grid cell.
Therefore, the error of the “perfect model” depends on the resolution of the grid cell and on
the existing network density, which determines the number of stations within a grid cell. The
error of the “perfect model” is a measure of the deviation of a single observation from the
smoothed field, with the strength of smoothing defined by the resolution. The error of the
“perfect model” is an important quantity since it provides a lower limit for the error of a real
model application having the same spatial resolution. Therefore, improvements of model
performance due to a better physical/chemical description of the relevant processes or better
input data will never lead to an error smaller than this lower limit given by the “perfect
model” error. Applying the current model quality objective of the EU Directives
( rel max err _ p ) to the “perfect model” using the same resolution as used in the RCG
application, shows that about 20% of all NO2 and SO2 stations and 5-10% of all ozone and
PM10 stations in Germany could never be simulated with the required accuracy via a 25 km
resolution model run, even if the RCG model would gave a perfect description of reality and
all the input data was error-free. The reason for this deficiency is the pronounced
heterogeneity of the observed concentration fields.
The EU Directives require a minimum of 90 % data coverage of the hourly or daily values.
The application of different methods to deal with missing measured values leads to the
conclusion that there is no significant impact of data voids on the model accuracy parameters
for the used German data. However, one has to consider that the data coverage of the German
stations was mostly above 98%. Data with only 90% coverage may require a specification of
how to deal with missing observed data within the model accuracy check.
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6

Summary

This report reviews the EU Directive’s guidelines for a model’s quality assessment, and
examines specific model quality criteria, that may be used for model accuracy assessment
according to the intentions of the EU directives. Several model accuracy measures are tested
utilizing a one-year simulation with the chemical transport model REM-CALGRID (RCG).
RCG was applied in the regional scale mode, covering Europe with a resolution of about
25*25 km2 for the entire year 2002. The model simulation results were compared with the
data from about 300 - 400 measurement sites of the German air quality network.
For the annual mean values, the large scale model application described here does not fulfil
completely the accuracy requirements given by the EU Directives, even if only the rural
stations, which are supposed to be appropriately representative for a model resolution of 25 to
30 km, are considered. The main reason for the non-compliance with the accuracy
requirements for the annual mean stems from the fact that the accuracy requirements are
formulated in a relative way. Hence, cases displaying rather small absolute model deviations
can create large relative errors at stations reporting low observed annual mean values.
For hourly and daily averages, the model quality measure described in the EU directives is
interpreted as the maximum error without timing, which is the largest concentration difference
out of all percentile differences, normalized with the respective measured value. The
determination of this error measure at the German stations reveals that at many stations the
absolute maximum error is calculated at the highest percentile, i.e. at the highest measured
value. In those cases, the assessment of the model accuracy depends on the model
performance in a concentration range having an extremely small probability. This means also,
that the model accuracy assessment can be based on an outlier concentration caused by an
error of the monitoring unit or an extreme weather situation. Therefore, an alternative model
error measure is proposed, which is defined as the concentration difference at the percentile
corresponding to the allowed number of exceedances of the limit value normalized by the
observation. This measure is more robust than the error definition of the EU directives, and
also evaluates the model performance in the high concentration ranges, but without being
sensitive to outliers. Based on this error measure, daily averaged PM10 and ozone simulations
comply with the accuracy requirement of 50% at almost all German stations that are suited to
a large scale model application. Compliance was reached at about 75% of all stations in
Germany for the hourly NO2-concentrations and at about 33% of the all stations for the hourly
SO2-concentrations. The rather high number of stations with insufficient model accuracy for
SO2 points out the problem of setting relative accuracy targets. In the case of SO2, the targets
are difficult to meet because of the large number of low observed SO2 concentrations.
Because the medium complexity RCG model performs well in comparison to other models of
equal or even higher complexity, it is anticipated that other models will encounter similar
problems in fulfilling the accuracy requirements of the EU Directives. Furthermore, this study
shows that the pronounced heterogeneity of the observed concentration fields, derived from
the dense German network, makes it impossible for a grid model to simulate all stations with
the required accuracy. That is, the large observed concentration variation within a single grid
cell would preclude any one predicted concentration value from meeting the accuracy criteria
at all stations within the cell.
In summary, the following problem areas were identified in the context of the evaluation of a
model according to the intentions of the EU Directives:
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•

For the annual mean values, the current relative accuracy measure shifts the emphasis
to the low concentration ranges where small absolute deviations can create large
relative errors.

•

For the hourly and daily mean values, the current relative accuracy measure shifts the
emphasis to the very highest concentration ranges. In many cases, the model accuracy
assessment is based on the highest observed concentration, which has significant
potential to be an "outlier".

•

There are no rules governing how many stations have to be used for the model
evaluation.

•

There are no rules on how to deal with the measurement uncertainty or how to
determine the area representativeness of a measurement station to qualify it for use in
a model evaluation.

•

There is no rule of procedure for the (usual) case that a model does not fulfil the
accuracy requirements at all selected stations for all relevant species and time
intervals.

A more detailed guidance on the determination of model uncertainty should consider:

7

•

whether the very low observed concentration levels should be excluded from a model
evaluation exercise,

•

whether the current error measure rel max err _ p should be replaced by the alternative measure, rel per err _ pLV , which defines the concentration difference at the percentile that corresponds to the allowed number of exceedances of the limit value normalized by the observed value at that percentile. This measure is more robust than the
rel max err _ p error measure, and also evaluates the model performance in the high
concentration ranges, but without the sensitivity to possible very high concentration
outliers. Given that this proposed alternative measure evaluates a model's accuracy in
the significant concentration range of the limit values, a more direct and meaningful
link to the EU Directives is achieved.
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Appendix: REM-CALGRID model overview

The REM-CALGRID model is an urban/regional scale model development designed to fulfil
the requirements of the ambient air quality framework directive 96/62/EC of the European
Commission (Stern et al., 2003). Rather than creating a completely new model, the urbanscale photochemical model CALGRID (Yamartino et al., 1992) and the regional scale model
REM3 (Stern, 1994; Hass et al., 1997) were used as the starting point for the new urban/regional scale model, REM-CALGRID (RCG). The premise was to design an Eulerian
grid model of medium complexity that can be used on the regional, as well as the urban, scale
for short-term and long-term simulations of oxidant and aerosol formation.
The model includes the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

A generalized horizontal coordinate systems, including latitude-longitude coordinates;
A vertical transport and diffusion scheme that correctly accounts for atmospheric
density variations in space and time, and accounts for all vertical flux components
when employing either dynamic or fixed layers;
A new methodology to eliminate errors totally from operator-split transport and ensure
correct transport fluxes, mass conservation, and that a constant mixing ratio field
remains constant;
Inclusion of the recently improved and highly-accurate, monotonic advection scheme
developed by Walcek (2000). This fast and accurate scheme has been further modified
to exhibit even lower numerical diffusion for short wavelength distributions;
Updated releases of the SAPRC-93 and CBM-IV photochemical reaction schemes
including Carter's (1996) 1-product isoprene scheme and SO2 oxidation to SO4;
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•
•
•
•
•

Two equilibrium aerosol modules, that treat the thermodynamics of inorganic
aerosols;
An equilibrium aerosol module, that treat the thermodynamics of organic aerosols
Simple modules to treat the emissions of sea salt aerosols and wind blown dust
particles
A simple wet scavenging module based on precipitation rates;
An emissions data interface for long term applications that enables on-the-fly calculations of hourly anthropogenic and biogenic emissions, and greatly facilitates
emissions reduction scenario studies.

RCG uses the bulk approach for the aerosol modelling. Aerosol dynamics are not considered.
The model employs two different equilibrium aerosol modules: a) The MARS-A module
(Binkowski and Shankar, 1995) that treats the thermodynamics of the inorganic sulfate,
nitrate, ammonium aerosols and water, and b) the ISORROPIA module that additionally treats
sodium and chloride aerosols (Nenes et al., 1999). Secondary organic aerosols (SOA) that are
formed by condensation of biogenic and anthropogenic hydrocarbon oxidation products are
considered employing the SORGAM module developed by Schell et al. (2001).
The sea-salt aerosol emissions are parameterized according to Gong et al. (1997) as a function
of size and wind speed. For the calculation of land-use dependent wind blown dust emissions
the following release mechanisms are treated: Direct release of small dust particles by the
wind (Loosmore and Hunt, 2000), and indirect release by collisions with bigger soil grains, that
are lifted by the wind but return to the surface because of their weight („saltation“ process,
Claiborn et al.,1998).
The aerosol components are assigned to two size fractions: fine mode PM2.5 and coarse mode
PM10-PM2.5. The anthropogenic emissions data base has to provide the primary emissions
split into these two size categories. The anthropogenic PM emissions are allocated to the
following model species: The coarse mode species PMCOprim = PM10-PM2.5 and the fine
mode species EC (Elemental Carbon), OC (Organic Components) and MC (Mineral
Components). The anthropogenic fine mode emissions EC, OC and MC are derived from total
PM 2.5 emissions employing source-group-dependent split factors. The photochemical
mechanisms include the oxidation of SO2 to gaseous sulphate, which is assumed to be gaseous
sulphuric acid. The aerosol modules treat the thermodynamics of the inorganic aerosols,
depending on the gas phase concentrations of nitric acid, ammonia, sulphuric acid, HCl,
humidity and temperature. In RCG, all secondary aerosols are assigned to the PM2.5 fraction.
All aerosols are transported and subjected to wet and dry deposition. PM10 concentrations are
then defined as the sum of primary PM10 and secondary organic and inorganic aerosols via
the relationship:
PM10 = EC+OC+MC +PMCOprim +SO4+NO3+NH4+SOA+Na+Cl+WBDF+WBDC
WBDF and WBDC are the wind blown dust particles in the fine and coarse mode,
respectively, and are calculated on-the-fly. RCG uses a resistance-based model (aerodynamic
resistance, viscous sub-layer resistance, surface resistance) for the computation of dry
deposition rates as a function of geophysical parameters, micrometeorological conditions, and
gaseous or particle pollutant parameters including the gravitational settling speed of particles.
Species dependent deposition velocities are calculated for each land-use class within each grid
cell, and deposition fluxes are computed by summing over the fractional land-use terms.
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Meteorological data needed by RCG at hourly intervals consist of layer-averaged gridded
fields of wind, temperature, humidity and density, plus 2-d gridded fields of mixing heights,
several boundary layer and surface variables, precipitation rates and cloud cover. All this
meteorological data is produced employing a diagnostic meteorological analysis system based
on an optimum interpolation procedure on isentropic surfaces. The system utilizes all
available synoptic surface and upper air data (Reimer and Scherer, 1992).
The RCG model also requires annual emissions of VOC, NOx, CO, SO2, CH4, NH3, PM10,
and PM2.5, split into point and gridded area sources. Mass-based, source group dependent
NMVOC profiles are used to break down the total VOC into the different species classes of
the chemical mechanisms. Hourly emissions are derived during the model run using sourcegroup dependent, month-of-the-year, day-of-week and hour-of-the-day emissions factors. Biogenic VOC-emissions are derived using the E94 emissions factors for isoprene and OVOC
(Other VOCs) as described in Simpson et al. (1995). Terpene emissions factors are taken from
the CORINAIR emission hand-book. These biogenic calculations are based on the land-use
data for deciduous, coniferous, mixed forests and crops. Light intensity and temperature
dependencies are also considered.
Monthly varying lateral and top boundary conditions for ozone are taken from climatological
background data (Logan, 1998). Boundary data for all other species are chosen as typical
background values.

